1. Tell us few words about yourself?
My name is Sonika Thomas Puthuran. I’m from Palakkad,Kerala. I’m simple and cute. I’m
blessed to have been born to my parents, Mr. Thomas Puthuran and Mary Puthuran. Not only
that, in my mother’s womb itself I got a mirror effect sister named Monika Puthuran, my twin
sister.
2. Tell something about your schooling and any special memories to share?
I did my schooling in Girls Convent School. Being identical twins, each and everyone loved us a
lot and treated like princesses. Years passed and during 4th standard vacations. We both got a
golden opportunity to act in the Malayalam movie Rappakkal along with the Great Megastar
Mammooty. This made us even more popular among our friends.
3. What made you start acting and grow interest towards it?
The above incident made me step into this. I had a great time in the set as if I went for a vacation
trip. After that movie got a lot of chances ...but wasn’t able to proceed because of studies. But
still this dream to act grew up with me as a great colorful dream
4. Tell something about the types of acting you have done?
I acted in a Malayalam movie...In that i played a role of grandchild of a huge Joint family. Now I
also did an advertisement for Indulekha Bringha hair oil.
5. .What are the difficulties you faced when you started acting?
Well, nothing. I didn’t have any stage fear at all. So it was a very exciting experience for me.
6. Describe yourself as an actor?
I love the opportunities that I got. I would like to get more such opportunities. I have to prove
myself more.
7. Describe your daily routine
My college hostel made me to be more perfect in my daily routine. I wake up at 5 and the day
ends at 10.30 – 11pm. In between I have my Study hour from 8:30-10:30pm. I love to hang out
with my friends and eat my favorite food.
8. Describe yourself other than as an actor
Nothing special. I love to be simple and friendly. I’m bubbly and fun loving. I like to be with my
friends as well as my family. I love to serve the poor and look after old-aged people. This is what
my parents have taught me.
9. Tell something about your future projects?
My mother’s dream is for me to become an Engineer. I want to fulfill that first. I personally
dream to be a fashion designer. Above all that I love to become a celebrity.
10. What is your suggestion to newbie actors?
I’m no one to say anything to newbies. I try to be humble and simple. I would like to say
“follow your passions, work hard and you can achieve anything in life”.

Contact Details:
https://www.facebook.com/sonika.thomas
Phne no: 7025778834
Rapakkal (Malayalam movie)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rL-OwS1tH-Q
My advertisement link:
https://www.facebook.com/sonika.thomas/videos/404660646397497/?l=8730705324245312519

